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I 
How Big Is God? 

 

“Does not everything depend on our interpretation of the silence around us?” 

—Lawrence Durrell, All Human Compendium, Literature; Justine 

 

Vanu looked up from the platform on which zhe was anchored with a mix of reverence 

and frustration. The airless environment was only a mild inconvenience. Hir bren, no 

more than a few molecules thick, protected hir from the worst of the interstellar 

vacuum. Tempo took care of the rest. Particularly the cold. The time slippage gave hir 

gestures a viscous quality. Zhe moved through a sea of sludge. Tempo slows the heart’s 

own flows, went the saying. If only that were true. Hir heart flows were entirely too 

turbulent for any sense of pleasure. 

 Vanu welcomed the solitude. Zhe never got enough time on hir own. Hir mind 

teemed with questions. But without answers, no matter how much zhe dwelt on them. 

Zhe kept hoping God would intervene, and save hir from the throngs within, but God 

didn't seem to be listening. Of course, didn’t the doctrine of the Suffering God mean zhe 

was meant to suffer? Wasn’t suffering an integral part of hir spiritual journey? There 

were times zhe thought zhe understood what that might mean. Unfortunately, such 

moments turned and fled when noticed, minnows flashing into the dark.  

 Vanu was looking up, away from the platform and towards the nebula itself, as a 

creature of the deep might stare towards the distant lights of the surface. The pastel 
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ceiling was intercut with dark bands and splashes of varicoloured luminosity, violets, 

pinks and yellows, shapes that echoed hir inner turmoil, the fires of space frozen in time. 

Lashed to the extended, flat platform, on both sides of where hir magsoles clamped hir 

in place, were machines. Behemoths from an antique era. Hir magsoles soundlessly 

clamped and unclamped from the metallic surface in a timed dance as zhe shifted hir 

feet in place, restless as usual. Depending on how zhe stood, zhe could view the platform 

itself as floor or roof, or simply an oblique wall.  

 The entire habitat occupied by the Kinship of the Suffering God was called the 

Annex. Vanu had often wondered why. Something was usually annexed to something 

else, but no one seemed to know what that might be. The Annex exhibited no privileged 

sense of direction, despite its use of wide, flat surfaces, for gravity was absent. Two 

puck-like cylinders were under spin, providing pseudo-gravity, but these were mostly 

hidden from where zhe was currently situated. The platform gave the appearance of a 

vast institute lying on the floor of some sea, but of course the Annex was free floating in 

space, a different kind of ocean.   

 Vanu was on a work detail, an assignment given hir as part of hir training as a 

Novice. Zhe was inspecting the efforts of the dotes, the tiny flickering machines 

dedicated to environmental cleanup. The Kinch, like other spiritual communities across 

the millennia, valued cleanliness. They assigned their youngest members the task of 

ensuring its maintenance. Whether human inspection was really necessary, Vanu wasn’t 

certain, but it wasn’t difficult and it carried its own rewards. Spending time outside, 

surrounded by the strange splendour of the star nursery, was exhilarating. 
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 There was a sense of expansion, of the immensity of the spaces humans 

inhabited. Vanu always increased hir oxygen intake when zhe was out here, enhancing 

hir feeling of well-being. The upwelling tide thrummed through hir, rushing to fill the 

dips and crannies of hir unsteady moods. The rising current pulled other flotsam into its 

wake, however, the darker thoughts that clung to the undersides of hir emotional 

landscape. 

None of the Kinch seemed aware that one could drown in too many thoughts. They 

were exemplars of calm waters, a state Vanu desired with all hir heart. Zhe was certain 

such beatitude was beyond hir reach. Or was it simply a matter of aging? The older you 

became, the more empty? The other Novices weren't calm, which would confirm the 

hypothesis. They just didn't seem to suffer as much for their inner lives. Why was zhe so 

different, even from hir crib siblings? 

The Kinla who inspired Vanu the most was Val Yatsen, a young Kinch recently 

arrived at Plenum. So the age theory didn't hold up. And Kinla Eugaine, for all hir great 

age, hardly seemed at peace. Zhe was in a state of constant worry as a result of the 

myriad problems that arose in hir area of responsibility, that of raising the Novices from 

crib to maturation.  

Vanu was only a few months away from mat status hirself, hir official acceptance into 

the rights and privileges of adult life. Nonetheless, zhe couldn't imagine being ready for 

full immersion into the Kinship. Zhe still had far too many questions.  

And where would zhe find any meaningful answers? The databanks were useless, the 

neuws even worse. Hir questions weren't of the type that had factual answers. Zhe didn't 
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want to know how big the Humanitat was (the question was rather more complex than 

at first appeared). Nor did zhe want to know the energy needs of the Crucium Matrix. 

These were the kinds of questions that Kinla Eugaine considered appropriate. Of course, 

the reason for this might be the Kinship’s purpose within the Plenum Star Nursery. The 

Kinch had a job to do, and understanding how they fulfilled the terms of their contract 

was an important lesson for Novices. Still, Vanu didn't understand why those kinds of 

questions were legitimate, and not questions about the nature of God. What was the 

point of being a member of a spiritual, or mycs, community, if you couldn't ask 

questions about God? 

Oftentimes, hir questions were so far reaching, there was no easy way to articulate 

them. Zhe wanted to know, for example, how big God was. When zhe asked, they either 

made fun of hir or scolded hir, but zhe was serious. Being told that God was infinite, 

omniscient, or even all loving, told hir nothing at all. Later, zhe understood zhe needed 

to know not how big God was, but how big God was in relation to hirself. But that wasn't 

it either. When the adults made any attempt to answer, or when zhe looked up answers 

in the Book of Doctrine, they spoke of God as a loving Parent. But Vanu didn't know how 

a parent behaved. Kinla Eugaine was the only parent Vanu had ever known, and zhe was 

more stern than loving. 

Did it come back to the question of calmness? In order to convert hir inner plenitude 

into some kind of emptiness, how big did God need to be? That was better. But it still 

wasn't right. Vanu didn't mean to imply that God should be anything other than Zhe 

was. The questions were merely hir way of deepening hir understanding of, and relation 
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to God. Zhe had an inkling that these musings brought hir closer to an answer that 

would serve, even if no one else seemed able to understand. 

Another question: how could the Suffering God be both in continuous emergence, 

the goal towards which they were moving, and the ground from which humanity 

developed? Vanu could understand God as both Creator and Destroyer, that made 

sense. It was a paradox, but there was a tradition for paradox within the Humanitat. 

Weren’t members of IdoFax devoted to paradox? Indeed, those two aspects of God 

seemed bound together. But there appeared to be no necessity, in the same way, for a 

God understood to be “emergent" to be both source and destination, as well. That wasn’t 

a paradox so much as it was functional impossibility. Although was "ground" the same 

thing as "source"? Was that where zhe had it wrong? 

Vanu unclamped her left magsole from the platform, allowing hir to turn to peer 

around. Zhe was looking for hir friends, the multi-tentacled oggies. Vanu enjoyed their 

playful and intelligent company, often more than that of hir crib siblings. The oggies 

could even express themselves in limited ways in conversation. But although they were 

social among their own kind, they were shy around humans. Vanu had become friends 

with a young oggie zhe called, affectionately, Jetsu. All the oggies used jet propulsion to 

get around, so the name could have applied to any of them, but zhe needed a name for 

hir friend, and Jetsu suited.  

The oggies were descendants of a genus from Old Earth's seas called octopus. They 

had been adapted to function in a hard vacuum environment. Vanu had been studying 

the history of co-adapted species, along with the development of the different 
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technologies that everyone today took for granted. The oggies had eight highly motile 

tentacles they used to hold themselves in place or to push away from stable surfaces. 

Also, they jetted gas, enabling rapid movement across short distances. Indeed, they were 

better suited to weightless environments than were humans. Even the binach used by 

humans did not offset this advantage. The oggies acquired gas from the motes that 

served humans, but supplemented this with gases harvested from the ubiquitous 

greenbak, the kelp-like growth that clung to the outer hull of the habitat.  

Motes and dotes and little lambs eat ivee. It was a part of a nonsense rhyme that 

played in Vanu’s mind when zhe thought about the motes. Lambs, zhe knew, were an 

animal on Old Earth, long since extinct, but what ivee was zhe had no idea. Whereas 

humans absorbed oxygen from the swarms of motes that moved through their habitats, 

via receptor sites built into their brens, the oggies had receptor sites directly on their 

gelatinous skin surfaces.   

 

Years ago, Vanu had been told, there had been efforts to remove the oggie 

population. The ecosystem adaptations introduced to space platforms in the early days 

of humanity’s exodus from Old Sol had fallen into disfavor. Yet both the flora and the 

fauna had proven themselves robust and adaptable, proliferating throughout the 

Humanitat, including around the Annex. Some viewed them as a kind of infestation that 

required cleansing. Along these lines, several among the Kinch argued the oggies in 

particular were a major nuisance. They were constantly building nests onto the hull. 

There had been efforts to catch and move them elsewhere. However, the Annex exterior 

surface was both huge and complex, despite the simplicity of its internal arrangements. 
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There were many places to hide. The oggies were also highly intelligent. They knew the 

locations of the external sensors and were able to stay out of view. They also learned 

how to obtain oxygen and carbon dioxide from the gas-filled pods formed by the 

greenbak. The attempts to control the oggies via their access to the oxygen-carrying 

motes therefore failed. After a time, all such efforts were abandoned, and the creatures 

became an accepted part of the external Annex ecology. 

Today, however, Vanu had no luck finding Jetsu. Zhe tried locating him via hir binup 

interface, but the link was inactive, as was sometimes the case. Although the oggies had 

no sophisticated control interface in the same way humans did, they had a rudimentary 

link. But this was not as reliable as that embedded in humans.  

Zhe turned back to hir work. It would be time to go in soon, and zhe needed to finish 

the job. 
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